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 ABSTRACT  

 A web search engine is a software code that is designed to search for information on the world wide web. Web 

search engine work by storing information about many web pages. Semantic search is also a web search engine 

.Semantic search seeks to improve search accuracy by understanding searcher intent and the contextual 

meaning of terms. In this paper a semantic search service is being developed to help users gather  relevant 

documents more efficiently unlike traditional web search engine. When a user enter a query into a search 

engine (typically by using a keyword).The engine examine its index and provides a listing of  best-matching web 

pages according to its criteria. This search engine display result based on synonyms or multiple meanings of 

query that is extracted from web resource and stored in the database i.e. definition repository. It extends the 

traditional keyword based web search in order to provide semantic and context based search. The system works 

as a layer above the keyword based search engine to generate sub-queries based on different meanings of query 

keywords. This experiments show that this approach is efficient as it results in reducing the search space to a 

large extent and it support information overkill.  

Keywords – Query Processing,  Query Refinement,  Search Engine,  Semantic Search Technique, 

World Wide Web.  

I   INTRODUCTION   

The  Semantic web is an extension of  of the current web in which information is given well defined meaning, 

better enabling computer and people to work in cooperation. The outcomes of search typically depend on 

submitted queries cannot be guaranteed queries. But the effectiveness of query cannot be guaranteed as they are 

vary from user to user. Semantic Search uses Semantics or the science of meaning in language to produce highly 

relevant search results. In most cases, the goal is to deliver the information queried by a user rather than have a 

user sort through a list of loosely related keyword results. The semantic web is being developed based on the 

current web with refreshed framework information resources are described using logic-based knowledge 

representation languages. Its aims to enable computers to automatically process information and to promote 
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reusability and interoperability across heterogeneous system.  A search engine query is a request for information 

that is made using search engine. Every time a user puts a string of characters in a search engine and presses 

“Enter”, a search engine query is made. The string of characters acts as keyword that the search engine uses to 

algorithmically match results with a query. The results are displayed on the search engine in order to 

significance most of the data in this engine is solved by definition based sites. Every search engine query adds to 

mass of analytical on the internet. The more data search engine collect, the more accurate the search results 

become-and that’s a good thing  for the internet users. The development of semantic web search system has 

been an emerging area of research since the last few years and many researchers have shown their interest in this 

particular field. Query refinement and expansion has become an essential information retrieval approach that 

interactively recommends new terms related to a particular query. This paper contributes towards developing  a 

search service for semantic and context –based retrieval , while at the the same time , keeping in view the above 

limitation. The proposed technique has been made to take the advantage of dictionary based information or 

definition related terms available on the web to gather possible meanings and generate the query response 

accordingly. The  result will be displayed in the form of clusters accordingly to the newly found sub-term. The 

section 2 explain about the semantic search system, the section 3 explain about the algorithm,  section 4 give 

about the table and figure and section 5 give conclusion of  the paper with a discussion of future work. 

 

1I    SEMANTIC SEARCH ENGINE 
 

Semantic Search in search engine mean the search engine would provide relevant search results based on the 

intent and contextual meaning of the search term. Semantic search engine is used to search the word or meaning 

or we can say synonyms based on keyword based indexing or query based search engine that’s why quesem is 

also called (QUESEM)/(QUERY SEMANTIC SEARCH ENGINE) . While quesem basically improve the 

search quality. Quesem is used to maintained a database that we called” Definition Repository”.  
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Fig:1 Architecture Of QUESEM   
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Basically the system is divided in to two sub-systems  

1. Definition Repository Generation  

2. Definition-Based Search 

When a user enter a query then definition based search use to analyses the query then search that keyword based 

query in the definition repository database otherwise cal query based search engine .When a user enter a query 

then definition based search use to analyses the query then search that keyword based query in the definition 

repository database otherwise cal query based search engine  

 

After that in definition repository tropical crawler use to perform crawling by using an algorithm i.e. local site 

searching afterwards definition generation and definition annotator use to perform its function. The web use to 

contain all the sites and dictionary based sites. After that sub queries are formed.  

 

2.1 Definition Repository Generation 

Definition based repository stores different meaning related word synonyms of keyword. It consists at least two 

relation like table 1 give the various description various field in the database i.e. definition repository. Fig 2 

gives the state of the word. E.g. the term” cloud” consists various definitions like “cloud computing”, “cloud 

atlas”. 

 

TERM TABLE 

Term_id Term_Title Term_Description 

 

DEFINITION ANNOTATION TABLE 

Def_id Def_title Def_Description  Term_id 

 

Schema of DEFINITION REPOSITORY 

 

Field Description 

Term_id 

 

Term_Title 

 

Term_Description 

 

Def_id 

 

Def_Title 

 

Def_Desccription 

An identity number to the term under consideration. 

 

 It contains actual query terms entered by the user.  

  

It contains a limited length snippet to have a small description of 

the term. 

It represents the identity no. 

It define actual definition of query 

It give the small description of each definition. 

 

 

Various field in DEFINITION REPOSITORY 
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Example 

 

TERM TABLE 

1 Cloud It is visible mass of liquid droplet 

 

DEFINITION ANNOTATION TABLE 

1.1 Cloud computing It’s a company 1 

1.2 Cloud atlas Third book by British author  David Mitchell 1 

1.3 Cloud 9 It is a state of happiness 1 

 

 

2.2.1 Information Resource: 

 

 In this all the dictionary based sites are present, which act as a input resource. It is a basically a rich 

store of semantic definition of term. A tropical is used to crawl each and every words in dictionary based sites. 

 

2.2.2 Tropical crawler:  

 

The basic aim of crawler is to estimate the related word and meaning of query. To start the crawl 

process ,some topic like “dictionary” is needed to be provided .a publically available search service (Google 

SOAP API) can be used to filter( e.g. dictionary ,definition etc ) in the title of the home page of sites. The 

crawler will output a set S of sites related to dictionary based content ,which is stored in a local repository to be 

referred by DEFINITION  GENERATOR. 

 

2.2.3 Definition Generation and Annotation: 

 

Generator simply extracts the prefix and suffix tokens present consecutively with query term from the pages. 

Annotator is used to combine with query term to give proper word. 

“Extracts suffix and prefix query term from page, annanate them with query term and store the results 

in definition repository 

 

      Algorithm (local site searching) 
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 . 

III   FIGURE 

 

Figure 2:  Results for query “Cloud” 
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Figure 3: results for query “History of Cloud” 

 

 

Figure 4: Interface of QUESEM 
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IV CONCLUSION  

A  Semantic search system, QUESEM, to address the “information overkill problem” has been developed. Its 

acts like a Meta Search Service which is made to utilize the existing web resources to automatically extract the 

synonym related to user queries and enhance the search efficiency. Assisted by information of definitions, 

proposed system is able to understand users’ queries in a better way to perform more meaningful searches. The 

future research include enhancing the system towards serving different types of complex queries.   
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